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                The   final   #podcast   episode   of   this   series   is   here   🙌🫘👉Go   and   grow!   People   and   planet-friendly   #bean   varieties.
 
 
 
 This   episode   looks   closely   at   growing   different   varieties   of   the   wider   bean   family.   Three   guests,   Susan   Young   -   Author,   Academic,   and   Anthropologist   ,   Mick   Kelly   farmer   at...  @giyireland   and   Vicky   Chown   -   medical   herbalist,   forager   share   different   perspectives   on   the   importance   of   growing,   varieties   to   grow,   how   to   build   food   empathy   through   growing,   and   the   importance   of   storing   seeds   for   secure   our   #food   future.
 
 
 
 Have   you   enjoyed   everything   you’ve   heard   so   far?   We   hope   you   have!   Make   sure   to   let   us   know   what   you   think!
 
 
 
 🔗🎧Link   in   bio.
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                'Keen   beans:   Future   Plates   Future   Chefs   shows   sustainable   ways   to   feed   people   better'   🙌🫘
 
 
 
 Exploring   #sustainable   food   education   in   the   hospitality   sector,   @uniwestlondon   recently   hosted   70   students   and   guests   in   its   Pillars   Restaurant   for   Future   Plates   Future   #Chefs.  ...#BeansisHow   was   championed   through   amazing   speakers   and   chef   demos   displaying   the   versatility   of   #beans   at   workstations   in   the   restaurant   and   kitchens.
 
 
 
 The   wonderful   Chef   Bettina   Campolucci   Bordi   @bettinas_kitchen   introduced   attendees   to   the   Beans   is   How   campaign   and   the   #nutritional   value,   #culinary   uses   and   #sustainability   credentials   were   championed   through   amazing   chef   demos   and   delicious   tasters.
 
 
 
 Read   more   at   the   link   in   bio!   🔗👉
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 They   also   take   nitrogen   out   of   the   atmosphere   where   it   can   cause   damage,   and   put   it   back   into   the   soil   to   keep   it   healthy!   This  ...can   help   farmers   reduce   the   amount   of   fertilizer   they   use.   🫘🫘
 
 
 
 So....   why   not   try   @supaintsonplates   delicious   Sprouted   Mung   Beans   and   Sweet   Potato   Kebabs   #recipe   and   champion   #beans!
 
 
 
 "This   dish   is   a   delightful   fusion   of   flavors   and   textures.   Additionally,   the   addition   of   mung   bean   sprouts   lends   a   delightful   crunch   and   adds   a   nutritional   boost   to   the   kebabs."   says   Chef   Surabhi.
 
 
 
 Full   recipe   in   bio!   #GoodFood4All
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 They   have   potential   to:
 
 🐫support   food   security   &   #nutrition
 
 
 
 🦙   reduce   levels   of   extreme   #poverty
 
 
 
 🐪   support   #sustainable   livelihoods
 
 
 
 From   providing   milk,   meat   and   fibre   for  ...communities,   to   transport   for   products   and   people,   and   organic   fertilizer,   camelids   thrive   where   other   livestock   species   cannot   survive   and   it’s   time   we   recognise   their   value!   💫   📹📹Video   credit:   @fao   
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                This is heartbreaking. My deepest condolences to their loved ones, to @chefjoseandres, and the @WCKitchen team. So grateful for your remarkable work to save lives, even amidst the most difficult circumstances. Aid workers should never be a target. Read: 
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World Central Kitchen | 7 WCK team members killed in GazaWorld Central Kitchen is devastated to confirm seven members of our team have been killed in an IDF strike in Gaza.
wck.org
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 🙏We   hope   to   inspire   you   all   to   support   small-holder   farmers!   Do   you   have   a   story   on   how   you’re   championing   them   in   your   daily   lives?   Send   us   a   DM.   💌
 
 
 
 Tell   us   what   you   love   about   #farmers   below!⬇️
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